Murray Bridge Wether Lamb Sale
Monday 7th September 2020 @ 1pm
7,500 Lambs

Elders will offer the following Woolly Wether Lambs:
BJ & SJ Boughen 800, Kamora Netley Pk bld; BE Launer 450, Sherlock/Benefield bld; IP, RW & DD Paech 300, Lucernbrae bld; L & EM Stanton 300, Dalveen bld; DT & EJ Kerr 300, Kamora Netley Pk bld; KD, ED, JC & MV Harvey 250, Dalveen bld; RJ Wittwer 240, Woodoona bld; PG & BJ Paech 220, Galaxy Park SAMM bld; Kernich Family Trust 200, Kamora Pk bld; Why Gee Pastoral 200 (not M&TS), Kamora Pk bld; RM & TE Hein 200 (not M&TS), Kamora Pk bld; JL Growden 150, Woodoona bld; IE & CA Groth 150, Kamora Netley/Hilton Heath bld; DJ Fromm & Son 150, Kamora Netley Pk/Hilton Heath bld; AW Horstmann 150, Barton Hill bld; MR & TK Paech 120 (not M&TS), Hilton Heath bld; HT Hein 100, Pepperwell bld; JW & PS Eichler 100, Hilton Heath/Benefield Bld; DC Symonds 80, Kamora Pk bld

Nutrien Livestock will offer the following Woolly Wether Lambs:
SN & CA Paech 450 (not M&TS), Ridgway bld; DL & LK Pearson 300, Ridgway/Guanallo bld; MC & JE Pope & Sons 290, Dalveen bld; GB & WR Schenke 250, Gunallo bld; RJ & EA Frahn 220, Dalveen bld; Neina Hill 110 (not M&TS), Hilton Heath bld; JF, PJ & RA Rodgers 100, Orrie Cowie bld; Rocky Downs 100, Pindari bld; L & D Herbig 100 (not M&TS), Lucernbrae bld; BL & TL Jaensch 80, Gumhill bld; HR Zander 60, The Snuggery bld, AM Smith 50 (not M&TS), Kamora Pk Bld.

Elders will offer the following Shorn Wether Lambs:
JF Williams 150 M/A, Aug shn, M&TS, Gum Hill bld

Nutrien Livestock will offer the following Shorn Wether Lambs:

Elders will offer the following Wethers:
L & EM Stanton 80 A/M 2019, July shn, M&TS, Dalveen bld

All lambs are principally April/May Drop. Predominately from recognised South Australia bloodlines.

Fully completed NVD, NSHS & Eartags compulsory for sale of livestock – Saleyard PIC SK900170

Buyers must provide PIC no. at finalisation of sale

Due to COVID protocols, strictly no onlookers to attend. Vendors will be asked to watch the auction away from the selling rail to ensure social distancing requirements are met.

Catering provided by Murray Bridge Lions Club
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